
Healthy
for the planet,
healthy
for you

For bees, trees and people



Latina Honey honeys are di�ferent for their purity and for the peculiarities of the vegetation
and the climate of the region. They are developed in special and protected areas away from
the use of pesticides. There, the power of the honey product is complemented with ethical
responses, such as environmental sustainability and the equitable distribution and
transparency of the profit among those who produce it. 

 

Latina Honey:
Fairtrade certified
honeys from
Latin America

Fairtrade certified
BRIEF

Latin American honeys are healthy,
energetic and they involve a broader and more
comprehensive quality concept.

These honeys have the guarantee of being
produced by small beekeepers certified, under
Fairtrade quality standards. 

By eating Latina Honey , there will be more bees
supporting and multiplying biodiversity, 
by pollinating all native plants.

Climate change is the biggest challenge that
small-scale honey producers have today.
With best practices, beekeepers are facing it.   

Latina Honey is a brand that shows the specific virtues and values of honeys
from a unique geographical and cultural area.

They are the result of the values of the producers´ families and their hopes, all together
in pursuit of protecting bees and the environment.
Latina Honey is a product of unbeatable quality that is appreciated by consumers for its
good taste, consistency and purity.

In addition, by enjoying our honey, more farming communities and their families will
live o�f and will be well paid for their work. Many people will smile as much as you
when you enjoy our honey, and they will produce a rich and sustainable product.

By emphasizing the importance of best practices, producers take care of the 
environment and along with the health and nutrition of the bees, beekeepers can gather the
proper tools to face climatic events and carry on with sustainable, high-quality production.



4326 
Beekeepers

304495
Beehives

27 
Fairtrade certified coops

10655
Tons produced

4659
Tons sold Fairtrade

964682 Euros
Fairtrade premium

 
Mexico,
Guatemala,
Nicaragua,
Brazil, Chile,
Uruguay and
Argentina.

Countries
where
LatinaHoney
is produced:
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Latina Honey
at a glance



Contact us
www.latinahoney.org
norberto.gugliotta@clac-comerciojusto.org
CLAC -  Comercio Justo

By consuming
Latina Honey,
you are helping
biodiversity.

Colonia Escalón, Calle Francisco Gavidia,
Pasaje La Unión, Local #155, San Salvador,
El Salvador.

Tel.: (503) 2521-7200


